h of acoustic recordings were made in the presence of the well-studied St. Lawrence population of blue whales, using a calibrated omnidirectional hydrophone ͓flat ͑±3 dB͒ response from 5 to 800 Hz͔ suspended at 50 m depth from a surface isolation buoy. The primary field site for this study was the estuary region of the St. Lawrence River ͑Québec, Canada͒, with most recordings made between mid-August and late October. During the recordings, detailed field notes were taken on all cetaceans within sight. Characterization of the more than 1000 blue whale calls detected during this study revealed that the St. Lawrence repertoire is much more extensive than previously reported. Three infrasonic ͑Ͻ20 Hz͒ and three audible range ͑30-200 Hz͒ call types were detected, with much time/frequency variation seen within each type. Further variation is seen in the form of call segmentation, which appears ͑through examination of Lloyd's Mirror interference effects͒ to be controlled at least partially by the whales. Although St. Lawrence blue whale call characteristics are similar to those of the North Atlantic, comparisons of phrase composition and spacing among studies suggest the possibility of population dialects within the North Atlantic.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are two main types of blue whale ͑Balaenoptera musculus͒ vocalizations reported in the literature: long duration, low-frequency calls that occur in highly patterned continuous series and short duration, higher-frequency calls that occur in more sporadically spaced groupings.
The low-frequency calls have been referred to by many different names: AB calls, 20-Hz pulses, commas, moans, songs, broadcast calls, and snapping shrimp ͑Kibblewhite et al., 1967; Cummings and Thompson, 1971; Alling et al., 1991; Cummings and Thompson, 1994; Nishimura and Conlon, 1994; Clark, 1995; McDonald et al., 2001͒ . They have been recorded in many areas of the world, and it is generally accepted that geographic variations exist ͑Thompson and Friedl, 1982; Clark, 1995; Rivers, 1997; Stafford et al., 1999a Stafford et al., , 1999b Stafford et al., , 2001 Mellinger and Clark, 2003; McDonald et al., in press͒. The higher-frequency blue whale calls have also been described by a multitude of terms: D calls, downsweeps, FM downsweeps, short pulses, and arch sounds ͑Thompson et al., 1996; Ljungblad et al., 1997; Thode et al., 2000; Mellinger and Clark, 2003͒ . This call type also occurs worldwide but does not show the obvious geographic variation seen with the low-frequency vocalizations. Although these higherfrequency calls occur worldwide, they are mostly reported by studies conducted in coastal waters ͑Thompson et al., 1996; Ljungblad et al. 1997; Teranishi et al., 1997; Thode et al., 2000; McDonald et al., 2001; Bass and Clark, 2002͒ . It should be noted, however, that with the exception of Stafford et al. ͑2001͒ , many deep basin datasets have not yet been fully analyzed for this call type ͑Clark, 2003; Moore, 2005͒. For simplicity, the low-frequency and higher-frequency blue whale call types will be referred to as infrasonic and audible calls, respectively. These terms are in reference to human hearing and are not meant to imply anything about the hearing ability of blue whales.
Prior to this study, the known vocal repertoire for St. Lawrence blue whales consisted of a single call type with little variation between calls ͑Edds, 1982͒. Although this dataset was small ͑n =7͒, the Edds recordings provided the earliest description of blue whale calls from the St. Lawrence and were the first to connect long-duration infrasounds to North Atlantic blue whales. The St. Lawrence has also been home to the longest biological field study of blue whales in the world. It was here the discovery was made that individual blue whales can be identified by their unique pigmentation patterns ͑Sears et al., 1990͒. At the present time, 403 individuals have been identified, over 40% of these individuals have been genetically sampled through biopsy, and 26 years of behavioral data have been collected ͑Sears, 2005͒.
It was this wealth of biological information coupled with the limited amount of acoustical data for the St. Lawrence blue whale population that was the main impetus for this study. Another was an interest in learning where St. Lawrence blue whales go once they pass through the Cabot Straight into the North Atlantic. Although blue whales are seen regularly in the St. Lawrence from May until December, peaking from June through August, biological information is scarce for the North Atlantic ͑Sears and Calambokidis, 2002͒. However, acoustic recordings collected basinwide by the U.S. Navy's Sound Surveillance System ͑SOSUS͒ arrays have shown a concentration of blue whale vocalizations off the Grand Banks of Newfoundland from August through May, peaking from September until February ͑Clark, 1995͒. Analyses from similar arrays in the Pacific have revealed migratory patterns ͑Watkins et al., 2000͒, which can be attributed to separate populations based on call characteristics ͑Stafford et al., 1999a, 2001͒ . If the St. Lawrence blue whale dialect is truly unique, it could be used to track this population as its members roam the North Atlantic.
Over 1000 vocalizations attributable to blue whales were detected over the four years of this study. Each call was characterized in terms of its frequency and time parameters, which were then used to organize the calls in categories. Statistics of the quantitative parameters for each category are listed along with the intercall interval lengths and patterning descriptions. The presence of call segmentation is also noted, and the influence of surface interference patterns on this segmentation investigated. In addition, this dataset is compared with recordings made in two recent North Atlantic studies ͑Mellinger and Nieukirk et al., 2004͒ , and the possibility of a regional dialect is discussed.
II. DATA COLLECTION, PROCESSING, AND ANALYSIS

A. Recording system
The calibrated recording system used for this study consisted of a single omnidirectional hydrophone ͑Geospace Corporation MP-18 piezoelectric transducer͒ suspended at a depth of 50 m from an 8 ft surface isolation buoy. The vertical motion of the system was further damped by attaching aluminum disks on the cable between the buoy and the hydrophone. Both boat-side and submerged preamplifiers were used to amplify and filter the received signal before it was recorded at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz with a Sony PCM-M1 Digital Audio Tape ͑DAT͒ recorder. This provided a flat response with 3 dB down points at 5 and 800 Hz. Several attempts to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the system were made over the course of this study by experimenting with different damping plate and circuitry designs. The majority of vocalizations were recorded on two main system types. The first ͑one 36 cm diameter plate, −130 dB re 1 V/Pa passband gain͒ performed well in calm water conditions, but changes in hydrostatic pressure caused by sensor motion in rougher seas generated large voltages that swamped the circuitry, riddling the recordings with signal cutout. The second system type ͑five 15 cm diameter plates, −140 dB re 1 V/Pa passband gain͒ provided a lower signal gain in calm seas than the first type, but effectively eliminated signal cutout in all sea states where recordings were attempted.
B. Field method
The field method for this study consisted of alternating periods of acoustic recordings with periods of photoidentification work. Close to 900 h were spent on the water throughout four field seasons ͑1998-2001͒, with over 100 h of acoustic recordings made in the presence of blue whales. Recordings were made at four different study sites in the St. Lawrence ͑Fig. 1͒, although the primary site was the estuary region from Les Escoumins to Forestville, Quebéc. Most fieldwork occurred between mid-August and late October. Effort was concentrated in the daylight hours, although some recordings were made a few hours after nightfall. A 16-ft rigid-hulled inflatable boat with a 70-HP two-stroke outboard motor was used as the observational and recording platform for most of the study.
Before each recording session, the research boat was positioned in an area where at least one blue whale was present, the engine turned off, and the recording system deployed. A Global Positioning System ͑GPS͒ receiver was used at ten-minute intervals throughout the session to determine the position of the research boat. During the session, detailed field notes were taken on the position ͑compass bearing and estimated distance͒, group size and composition, and behavior of all blue whales within sight. Notes were also taken on fin ͑Balaenoptera physalus͒, humpback ͑Megaptera novaeangliae͒, and minke ͑B. acutorostrata͒ whales, harbor porpoises ͑Phocoena phocoena͒, Atlantic white-sided dolphins ͑Lagenorhynchus acutus͒, and seals ͑Halichoerus grypus, Phoca vitulina, and P. groenlandica͒ sighted during the recording sessions. Both the time stamp of the DAT recorder and the visual field data were referenced to GPS time to synchronize acoustic and visual observations. Each recording continued until the blue whales moved out of visual range, weather conditions worsened, or an approaching cargo ship forced retrieval of the system. Between recording sessions, individual identities of the blue whales were confirmed when possible through the photo-identification methods described by Sears et In addition to the acoustical and biological data collection, weather and sea conditions and all vessels within visual range were noted. A temperature profile to 100 m was also taken once a day, and a check of the propagation conditions was made through the use of a light bulb implosion point source ͓see Heard et al. ͑1997͒ for characteristics of imploding light bulbs͔.
C. Data processing and analysis
Prior to the call detection process, the recordings were transferred from DAT tape tracks to computer wave files. Each wave file was then electronically antialiasing filtered, downsampled by a factor of 30 or 300 ͑for either audible or infrasonic call analysis͒, and broken into two-minute segments to circumvent the memory limitations of MATLAB ® . This process yielded two datasets with sampling rates of 1.6 kHz and 160 Hz, respectively. For both datasets, the time series and spectrogram of each two-minute segment were visually inspected for vocalizations as the segment was cycled through a series of digital FIR ͑Finite Impulse Response͒ bandpass filters and its audio track was played through headphones. This playback was sped up to reduce processing time and enable infrasonic calls to be heard.
The time series of all detected calls were extracted into a master data file along with their associated recording and signal processing information. From this master file, the filtering band was fine-tuned for each call, minimum/maximum frequency and beginning/end times of the call selected on the resulting spectrogram, and the time span and frequency band calculated. In addition, a trace line along the medial line of each spectrogram was generated by taking the highestamplitude frequency of each time slice of the spectrogram ͑between the beginning and end time/frequency points of the call͒, smoothing with a five-point moving average, then fitting this curve with a set of straight line segments. These trace lines allowed for calculation of sweep rates as well as easier comparison of call shapes.
Received levels were calculated in terms of average call power, total call energy, and maximum rms power.
1 The average call power was calculated by taking the integral of the power spectral density of the windowed time series ͑boxcar with 5% of each end Hanning tapered, size= call time span͒ between the minimum and maximum frequency limits of the call. The ambient noise power was calculated before and after each call, and this average was subtracted from the average power of each call to give a corrected average power value. Multiplication of this corrected average power value by the time span of the call gave the corrected total call energy. For calculation of the maximum rms power, a spectrogram of the filtered call was computed ͑Infrasounds: 512 point FFT, 95% overlap, 499 points zero padding; Audibles: 1024 point FFT, 97.7% overlap, 4096 points zero padding; all use Hanning window͒, and the time slice containing the maximum value was found. The maximum rms power of the call was then calculated by taking the integral of the power spectral density of this time slice.
In addition to these quantitative measurements, the calls were sorted qualitatively into call type categories and assigned call rankings from 1-5. In assigning the rankings, two criteria were used: whether the quality of the signal was sufficient to identify it as a legitimate call, and whether the quality of the signal was sufficient to provide an accurate measurement of its parameters. Calls of Rank 1-3 met both criteria but varied in the amount of noise present ͑with Rank 1 calls having the least amount of noise͒. Rank 4 calls have very low signal to noise ratios and were sometimes recognized only through contextual clues. These Rank 4 calls were not used for the signal description statistics due to their poor quality, but they were still definite blue whale calls and were therefore used to calculate intercall intervals and patterning. Calls of Rank 5 did not meet either criterion and so were left out of any statistical analysis. After the calls were assigned call types, they were arranged sequentially to calculate intercall intervals and examine call patterning.
D. Interference pattern "Lloyd's mirror… analysis
Another call characteristic observed in this study was a variation in amplitude that gave a segmented appearance to the calls ͑Fig. 2͒. This segmentation can be produced by the whale itself, an environmental effect, or some combination of the two. The purpose of this analysis was not to explain all call segmentation but to determine whether there are any cases in which interference effects ͓Urick, 1983 ͑Chap. 5͔͒ cannot explain the observed segmentation. To this end, interference patterns for a variety of source/receiver geometries were modeled, with contributions from both surface and bottom reflection paths considered.
For the surface reflection case these patterns were calculated by summing the pressure equations for the direct and surface-reflected paths of a spherical wave for each source/ receiver geometry. For each source depth, the frequencies of the pressure minima were then identified and superimposed at that depth onto a plot of depth versus frequency ͑produc-ing the dotted lines seen in Fig. 3͒ . These depth/frequency plots were generated for a variety of ranges from 25-300 m. The nodal pattern of every segmented call was then visually compared to each of these plots to determine the possible depths/ranges of the vocalizing whale ͑Fig. 3͒. Segmented calls in which no reasonable 2 source positions/movements could be found to explain all of their segmentation were flagged. A comparison of the impact of sea surface waves to call segmentation was not done for two reasons. First, although surface interference effects require a flat surface, this flatness is relative to acoustic wavelength. This flatness assumption is met for the infrasounds with their 80 m wavelengths, and during most recording sessions this assumption is also met for the audible calls with their 30 m wavelength. Second, the point of this analysis was to determine if any of the segmentation seen in the calls was created by the whales themselves. Falsely assuming a flatness condition overestimates the number of calls that can be explained by surface interference effects, therefore giving a conservative estimate of the number of calls with whale-generated segmentation.
The same general analysis techniques were used to examine the effect of bottom reflections on call segmentation. A perfectly reflecting seafloor was assumed, which produces the strongest potential interference effect. In reality, the reflection coefficient of the seafloor is most likely less than 1: results from the light bulb implosion measurements show bottom-reflected waveforms with amplitudes reduced to approximately 15% of the direct path. However, because reflection coefficients are frequency dependent, and the light bulb implosion spectra do not contain frequencies below 30 Hz, these results cannot be applied to the infrasonic calls. In any case, the perfectly reflecting boundary assumption gives a conservative estimate of the number of calls that cannot be explained by interference effects.
Because the audible calls analyzed for segmentation came from a specific field observation, the range used in the calculations could be safely limited to 50-400 m. The water column depth ͑necessary for the bottom-reflection calculations͒ was set at 105 m. This value was determined through travel time difference measurements of three light bulb implosions made after the encounter and is in agreement with the bathymetrical charts from that area. Specific source locations could not be determined for the infrasounds so the segmentation analysis for this call type was extended out to a maximum range of two kilometers ͑the detection range in the study area was limited by high ambient noise and poor propagation conditions͒. An examination of the position of all recordings containing segmented infrasounds led to the decision to use a water column depth of 300 m for this analysis.
For multinodal calls in both the surface and bottom reflection cases, it was too complicated to find solutions to the nonstationary whale cases through visual inspection, so an automated program was written to iteratively search for solutions. The process involved calculating pressure minima with the same method used for the visual comparison analysis, except range versus frequency plots were created every 0.1 m from the surface to the seafloor depth. All plots were then curve fit and range values were interpolated for the minimum and maximum frequency of each node. The maximum possible distance the whale could travel was then computed based on the time difference between nodes and a reasonable 2 swim speed for the whale. Any range/depth combinations that resulted in a distance greater than this maximum were rejected. In addition, any surface interference pattern solutions that required unreasonable 2 source depths or ranges were also rejected.
III. RESULTS
A. Infrasonic calls
Infrasonic calls are typically low in frequency ͑Ͻ20 Hz͒ and long in duration ͑Ͼ5 s͒. They can be found singly or arranged into regularly repeating patterns. Call segmentation was analyzed for most call types.
Infrasonic call types
St. Lawrence blue whale infrasounds are divided into four specific types: monotonic ͑n = 433͒, downsweep ͑n = 113͒, hybrid ͑n =22͒, and other ͑n = 151͒, where n is the total number of calls of Rank 1-4 detected. The calls found in the first three categories have been attributed to blue whales in the literature. The last category contains calls that have not been previously reported and also do not have visual confirmation as to their source. This category is included to show the variety of sounds recorded that have some similarities to known blue whale infrasounds. Assuming a variable source depth, the nodal pattern fits at a more reasonable source depth ͑25-90 m͒; however, this depth change over the 2 s length of call would require the whale to move at a speed of ϳ30 m / s-almost three times the fastest speed reported for a blue whale ͑Gambell, 1979͒. All other source ranges would have to be examined in this way ͑as well as cases of the whale moving in both range and depth͒ before surface interference effects can be ruled out. ͑b͒ This example calculates the pressure minima at a range of 5 m. Even at this extremely close range, the two pressure minima curves are still too far apart to cause the two nodes in the infrasonic downsweep call of Fig. 2͑b͒ , so at least one call node was produced by the whale itself.
a. Monotonic. The most common type of infrasonic sound was the monotonic call, comprising 76% of all infrasounds detected that can be attributable to blue whales ͓see Fig. 4͑a͒ for one example of a monotonic infrasound and Table I for a summary of the quantitative parameters of all calls of this type͔. These calls are similar to the North Atlantic part A phrase unit described by Mellinger and Clark ͑2003͒. They occur with a mean peak frequency of 18.1± 0.4 Hz and a duration of 13.8± 2.3 s.
Although these calls are labeled "monotonic," there is a small change in frequency with bandwidths ranging between 0.8 and 4.6 Hz ͑mean 2.0± 0.8 Hz͒, with most of this frequency modulation occurring at the leading and trailing edges of the call. When the shapes of these edges are compared between calls ͑Fig. 5͒, it becomes apparent that the monotonic call type is anything but uniform. Also, it should be noted that although discrete edge shapes ͑flat, slight curve, curve, and tail͒ are used in Fig. 5 , the similarity between adjacent categories shows that call variations extend across a continuum.
b. Downsweep. Infrasonic downsweep calls ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒ occurred less frequently than the monotonic type, making up just 20% of all known blue whale infrasounds detected ͑see Table I for a summary of the quantitative parameters of this call type͒. These calls are similar to the part B phrase units of the North Atlantic ͑Mellinger and Clark, 2003͒. Compared to the monotonic calls, infrasonic downsweeps are slightly shorter in mean duration ͑12.5± 2.3 s͒ with a lower mean peak frequency of 17.0± 0.9 Hz but wider mean bandwidth of 3.3± 0.5 Hz. As the name implies, all calls in this category sweep downward in frequency.
Differences between the calls are seen primarily in the initial 3 -5 s of the calls ͑roughly the first third͒; all calls finish with a long downswept section of approximately 10 s. Some calls ͓Fig. 6͑a͔͒ appear to be missing the initial segment and are approximated by a single line of slope −0.3 Hz/ s. Others ͓Fig. 6͑b͔͒ begin with an initial segment with zero slope, followed by a long linear segment of slope FIG. 4 . Spectrograms of St. Lawrence infrasonic blue whale sounds. ͑a͒ Monotonic infrasound. ͑b͒ Downsweep. ͑c͒ Hybrid ͑note the longer duration: this call type is actually a monotonic infrasound joined to a downsweep͒. ͑d͒ Other ͑one typical example͒. All spectrograms were generated with a 512-point FFT, 95% overlap, and Hanning window with 499 points zero padding. were the least common of all infrasounds, occurring just 4% of the time. A hybrid call is actually a call phrase ͑see the "Infrasonic call spacing and sequencing" section͒ consisting of a monotonic call followed by a downsweep with no time interval between. Because it is difficult to tell where this crossover occurs, quantitative call statistics cannot be accurately calculated for each phrase component. For this reason, the phrase components are measured together as a single hybrid call. The mean duration of hybrid calls is 22.8± 3.4 s with a mean peak frequency of 17.6± 0.7 Hz and a bandwidth of 3.7± 0.5 Hz ͑see Table I for hybrid call quantitative parameters͒.
d. Other. The "other" category ͓an example of which is shown in Fig. 4͑d͔͒ contains a variety of sound types. None have direct field evidence linking them to blue whales other than that they were detected in recordings made when blue whales were present. They are included here as questionable sounds to promote discussion of whether their source is a blue whale, another whale species, another biological source, or noise. No call parameter statistics are presented in Table I for these calls due to their great variability. Instead, spectrograms of representative calls from each type will be shown in the context of two-minute spectrograms. The first type is the wiggle ͑n = 43, Ranks 1-3͒, which varies between being highly convoluted ͓Fig. 7͑a͔͒ to slightly kinked ͓Fig. 7͑b͔͒. These calls had mean durations of 10± 4 s ͑range 5 -22 s͒, with a mean peak frequency of 23± 7 Hz and a bandwidth of 4 ± 2 Hz. The second questionable call type ͑n = 19, Ranks 1-3͒ includes calls that are downswept with shorter durations ͑mean: 7 ± 2 s, range: 4 -11 s͒ and higher frequencies ͑mean peak: 22± 4 Hz͒ than infrasonic downsweep calls. They are also longer in duration and lower in frequency than the audible downsweep calls described below. Examples of these questionable downsweep calls ͑indicated by upper left and center arrows͒ can be seen along with an infrasonic monotonic/downsweep pair ͑lower two arrows͒ in Fig. 7͑c͒ . The third questionable call type ͑n = 17, Ranks 1-3͒, shown by the upper rightmost arrow in Fig. 7͑c͒ , is short in duration ͑mean: 4.5± 1 s, range: 3 -6 s͒, narrow in bandwidth ͑mean: 2.0± 0.4 Hz͒, and has peak frequencies similar to the other questionable call types ͑mean: 19± 5 Hz͒.
e. A note on 9 Hz sounds. All segments containing infrasonic downsweep calls were rescanned for the presence of the 9 Hz sound described by Mellinger and Clark ͑2003͒. Most of these segments had high levels of ambient noise around 9 Hz, so the prevalence of occurrence for this call type is unknown. One definite and 16 questionable sounds similar to the 9 Hz sound were detected in total.
Infrasonic call spacing and sequencing
The terminology used to describe infrasonic call spacing and sequencing follows roughly from that of Mellinger and Clark ͑2003͒ and is illustrated in Fig. 8 . Units are individual calls, 3 separated by interunit gaps and grouped into phrases. Phrases are separated by interphrase gaps and grouped into sequences. These sequences are separated by intersequence gaps and grouped into series. Interunit gaps ͑IUG͒ are measured from the end of one unit to the beginning of the next unit. Interphrase ͑IPG͒ and intersequence gaps ͑ISG͒ are measured from the end of the last unit of one phrase or sequence to the beginning of the first unit of the next phrase or sequence. The difference in length between these three intercall interval types can be seen in the histograms of Fig.   FIG. 6 . Trace lines of infrasonic downsweep calls, showing the variation between subtypes. Calls are divided into subtypes based on the shape of their leading and trailing edges. Four shapes are used: ͑a͒ straight leading and trailing, ͑b͒ flat leading, straight trailing, ͑c͒ arched leading, straight trailing, and ͑d͒ arched leading, curved trailing. To allow an easier comparison of call shapes, the trace lines are shifted so that the minimum frequency of each call is zero. FIG. 7 . Some examples of possible blue whale infrasounds. Although blue whales were present during these recordings, no field evidence can directly identify them as the source of these calls. ͑a͒ Highly convoluted wiggle call ͑along frequency lines marked by arrows͒. ͑b͒ Slightly kinked wiggle call ͑arrows͒. ͑c͒ Questionable downsweep ͑upper left and center arrows͒ and short ͑upper right arrow͒ calls, shown with an infrasonic monotonic/ downsweep phrase ͑lower two arrows͒. All spectrograms generated with a 1024-pt FFT, 85% overlap, and a Hanning window with 499 points zero padding.
9. IUGs form the first peak at 4 s, while IPGs appear as the second peak at approximately 58 s ͓Fig. 9͑a͔͒. ISGs are far more variable but do show a main peak at around 3 min and a slight second peak near 10-12 min ͓Fig. 9͑b͔͒. These ISG peaks coincide well with the typical surfacing and dive times, respectively, for St. Lawrence blue whales ͑Sears and Calambokidis, 2002͒.
Because it is not known whether blue whales cue in to the actual interval space between phrases ͑IPG͒ or the timing from the start of one phrase to the next ͑the regular phrase period͒, the latter is also reported. The regular phrase period ͑RPP͒ is measured from the start of the first unit of a phrase to the start of the first unit of the next phrase ͑Mellinger and Clark, 2003͒. Results for the RPP are broken into phrase types, since phrase length contributes to the RPP length. The RPP was found to be 76.3± 8.8 s ͑n =75͒ for all AB phrases, 72.9± 8.5 s ͑n =8͒ for all AA phrases, and 72.3± 9.1 s ͑n = 159͒ for all single-A phrases. Additional measurements were made of the RPP for the subset of AB phrases followed by an AB phrase ͑79.4± 5.4 s, n =32͒ and for the subset of single-A phrases followed by a single-A phrase ͑71.5 ± 10.3 s, n = 120͒ to facilitate comparison with other studies.
The basic structure of infrasonic call sequences is revealed when interval lengths between specific call types are measured. The A-A interval shows a slightly bimodal distribution ͓Fig. 10͑a͔͒ with the greatest peak at 60 s. This peak represents the IPG where each phrase is made up of a single-A call. The smaller peak below 20 s comes from IUGs where the phrase is composed of a pair of A calls. In contrast, the A-B interval ͓Fig. 10͑b͔͒ is almost exclusively an IUG, with a main peak at 3 s ͑the additional peak at 0 s comes from the 17% of all AB phrases that are of the hybrid call type͒. The single peak at 50 s for the B-A interval ͑histogram not shown͒ indicates that this is predominantly an IPG.
A total of 458 phrases were found in the recordings. These phrases were primarily composed of single-A units ͑67%͒ and AB ͑including the hybrid call͒ pairs ͑23%͒. The rest consisted of single-B and AA pairs ͑about 5% each͒ or FIG. 8. An illustration of call and interval terms for infrasonic calls. ͑a͒ A sequence of two double unit phrases. ͑b͒ A series of two sequences ͑SEQ1 and SEQ2͒ of 4 and 2 single unit phrases, respectively. IUG: interunit gap, IPG: interphrase gap, RPP: regular phrase period, ISG: intersequence gap.
FIG. 9. Histograms of intercall intervals between all infrasonic calls. ͑a͒ The intrasequence interval shows peaks at both 4 and 58 s that represent interunit gaps ͑IUG͒ and interphrase gaps ͑IPG͒, respectively. ͑b͒ The intersequence interval shows a main peak at 3 min and a slight second peak near 10-12 min.
AAB and ABA groupings ͑less than 1% each͒. These phrases combined to form 157 sequences. The majority of sequences ͑77%͒ were considered to be complete ͑i.e., there was at least 100 s, the maximum RPP length, on either side of the sequence͒. Of those sequences that were complete, over 50% were made up of a single phrase, as shown in Fig. 11 . The maximum number of phrases found in a sequence was 12. Complete multiphrase sequences were either composed entirely of single-A phrases ͑43%͒ or a combination of single-A, AA, AB, and hybrid call phrases ͑56%͒. Although patterning of phrases was seen in some of the sequences, most did not continue the same patterning for the entire length of the sequence. However, it is possible that the repeating pattern is longer than most of the call sequences detected. For example, one incomplete sequence showed strong evidence that the repeating pattern was eight phrases long. 4 The most common initial phrase in multi-phrase sequences with complete beginnings ͑n =61͒ is the single-A ͑69%͒, followed by the AB and hybrid phrases ͑11% each͒, and the single-B ͑7%͒. The single-A is also the most common end phrase ͑71% are single-A; 16% are AB͒ in multiphrase sequences with complete endings ͑n =77͒. Since the single-A and AB phrases are the most common of all phrase types, it is not surprising that they are also the most common starting and ending phrases. However, although hybrid calls are not common, 55% were found to occur at the start of a sequence, versus 30% in the middle, and 15% at the end.
Because very few recording sessions were of sufficient length to capture both the start and end of a series, all series ͑n =72͒ are included in the dataset. The series seem to be composed predominantly of single phrases ͑39%͒, with the longest series containing 46 phrases. The majority of series were made up of single sequences, with a few containing up to eight sequences. Sequences from the same series were more likely to be similar than those from different series, although very few consisted of the exact same phrase patterning. Of all series detected in this study, just six ͑8%͒ had a second whale vocalizing in the background.
Infrasonic call segmentation
Call segmentation was seen in 19% of monotonic, 53% of downsweep, and 38% of hybrid infrasounds.
5 Segmented calls had 1-2 nodes, with 80% containing single nodes.
For the comparison of the nodal patterns of these calls with the generated interference pressure fields, several possible whale movements were considered: stationary, changing either range or depth, and changing both range and depth. If a resulting source position/track seemed unreasonable based on what is known about blue whales from the literature or from field circumstances at the time of the call, it was not included in the set of calls determined to be caused by interference effects. Unreasonable source depths fell into two categories: those below 50 m, which is deeper than what has been reported for blue whales ͓10-40 m ͑Thode et al., 2000͒, 10-23 m ͑Oleson et al., 2003͔͒, and those that were below the seafloor depth. For whale swim speeds, those greater than 5 m / s were considered unreasonable.
6 Unreasonable source range was determined on a case-by-case basis.
The same trends were seen for all three call types when surface-interference patterns were examined. For the singlenode calls, with depth limited to the deepest point of the channel ͑300 m͒, no solutions were possible past a range of 200 m. Limiting the source depth to 100 m, this range shortened to 50-60 m. Even at the unreasonably close source range of 25 m, the depths needed to create the appropriate interference patterns were still greater ͑55-70 m͒ than those reported for vocalizing blue whales. For calls containing two nodes, no possible solution exists where the interference pattern could create both nodes of these calls. Because no source locations can produce interference patterns consistent with the multinodal segmentation, and no reasonable source locations can produce the single-node segmentation, the surface-reflection analysis suggests that the segmentation seen in infrasonic calls is generated by the whale itself.
Results of the bottom-reflection analysis were also consistent among the infrasonic call types. Limiting the source depth to 50 m or less ͓based on reported blue whale calling depths ͑Thode et al., 2000; Oleson et al., 2003͔͒ , most of the single-node calls showed segmentation consistent with the interference patterns. However, over 90% of the segmentation seen in the two-node calls ͑maximum swim speed: 5 m / s; seafloor depth: 300 m͒ could still not be explained with either the surface-reflection or the bottom-reflection interference pattern analysis.
B. Audible calls
Audible calls are higher in frequency ͑Ͼ20 Hz͒ and shorter in duration ͑Ͻ5 s͒ than infrasounds. They are found singly or in multicall groupings. Unlike the strongly patterned sequences of infrasonic calls, audible calls occur as more randomly clustered groupings called bouts. It should be noted that this term differs in meaning from that used by Mellinger and Clark ͑2003͒. Call segmentation was examined for only one call type.
Audible call types
Four types of audible calls were detected during this study: downsweep ͑n = 233͒, blurp ͑n = 440͒, grunt ͑n = 161͒, and bubbling ͑n =13͒, where n is the total number of calls of Rank 1-4 detected. Each call type is described below, with all quantitative parameters summarized in Table II. a. Downsweep. Similar to the infrasonic variety, audible downsweep calls ͓Fig. 12͑a͒ and Table II͔ drop in frequency over the length of the call. However, audible downsweeps have shorter durations ͑mean= 2.0± 0.6 s͒, broader bandwidths ͑mean= 51± 19 Hz͒, and higher peak frequencies ͑mean= 54± 18 Hz͒ than the infrasonic downsweeps. They also show more variation between individual calls ͑Fig. 13͒.
One recording made in the presence of a surfaceactive trio of blue whales provided the opportunity to calculate source levels for a large number ͑n =34͒ of audible downsweep calls because the source of the calls could be identified and range estimated ͑ϳ100 m͒. calls seem to be abbreviated versions of the audible downsweep call: they are shorter in duration ͑mean 0.8± 0.2 s͒ and fall into the low-to mid-frequency range ͑mean bandwidth = 17± 12 Hz, mean peak frequency= 65± 11 Hz͒ of the downsweeps. Because some blurps were detected under high signal-to-noise conditions, it is unlikely they are simply downsweeps obscured by noise. Although 239 blurp calls were of sufficient quality ͑Ranks 1-3͒ to obtain quantitative measurements, only those that could be attributed to blue whales were included in the statistics listed in Table II . This subset includes blurps found in mixed-pattern bouts occurring with a blue whale at the surface, blurps found in close association with audible downsweep calls, and blurps produced by blue whales closely approaching the research boat.
About 85% of this subset of calls were found in mixed-pattern bouts coinciding with a blue whale surfacing sequence. As described in the "Audible call spacing and sequencing" section, mixed-pattern bouts ͓see Fig. 14͑b͒ for an example͔ typically contain some combination of regularly spaced blurp calls, irregularly spaced blurp and grunt calls, and beginning/ending grunts. Although much variation is seen among mixed-pattern bouts, they are distinctive enough to be picked out of a spectrogram. A total of 33 mixedpattern bouts 8 were detected during this study. A comparison with field notes found that 25 of these mixed-pattern bouts occurred during a blue whale surfacing sequence ͑18 were blue whale pairs, six were single blue whales, and one was a blue/fin whale pair͒. Three bouts were detected during the surfacing sequences of unidentified ͑either blue or fin͒ whales, and five bouts occurred without any apparent whale surfacings. It does not appear that any calls made during these bouts coincide with exhalations of the whales. Thirteen blurp calls were detected in association with audible downsweep calls, the majority occurring during the surface-active trio interaction described for the audible downsweep call type. The remaining blurp calls used for the statistics were detected after dark when a blue whale approached the research boat to within 10-15 m.
c. Grunt. Qualitatively, grunt calls ͓Figs. 12͑c͒ and 14͑b͔͒ generally sound more forceful and raspy than blurps. Quantitatively, they are broader in bandwidth ͑mean 130± 84 Hz͒. They are short in duration ͑mean 1.0± 0.3 s͒ and have a mean peak frequency of 79± 44 Hz.
As was done for the blurp calls, only those grunt calls that were of sufficient quality ͑Ranks 1-3͒ and that could be attributable to blue whales were used in the statistics shown in Table II . Of the 40 grunt calls meeting these requirements, 90% were found in mixed-pattern bouts detected during blue whale surfacing sequences. Three grunt calls were detected in association with audible downsweep calls, and one grunt was detected after a blue whale made a U-turn and logged 10 m behind the research boat.
d. Bubbling. Although bubbling ͓Fig. 12͑d͒ and Table  II͔ is listed here as an audible call type, it is likely a nonvoiced sound made as the whale expels bubbles through the blowhole. It is not known whether this sound is intentional, so it is included for completeness. Bubbling is heard during bouts of audible downsweeps and only in close proximity to blue whales. FIG. 13 . Variation seen between audible downsweep call subtypes. Each plot has a superposition of trace lines plus a representative spectrogram for that call type. Call categories are ͑clockwise from top left͒ as follows: convex high arch, convex arc, concave arc, "Z," "Z" with a dropped end, tight hook, step, slight hook, straight, and other. To allow an easier comparison of call shapes, trace lines are shifted so that the minimum frequency of each call is zero. Spectrograms are not to scale.
FIG. 14. In contrast to the highly structured groupings of the infrasounds, all audible call types occur in less organized groupings called bouts. ͑a͒ Audible downsweep calls are grouped into irregularly spaced bouts. ͑b͒ Audible blurp and grunt calls can occur together in mixed-pattern bouts containing both regular and irregular spacings. Letters mark spacing type: r-regularly spaced calls; i-irregularly spaced calls; s/e-start/end calls. All spectrograms generated with a 1024-pt FFT, 85% overlap, and a Hanning window with 499 points zero padding.
Audible call spacing and sequencing
As mentioned previously, audible calls do not occur with the unit/phrase/sequence/series hierarchy of the infrasounds. Therefore, the terminology used to describe audible call spacing and sequencing is generic: calls are separated by intercall intervals ͑measured from the end of one call to the start of the next͒ and grouped into bouts. As with the infrasounds, only calls that could be attributed to blue whales ͑either by their similarity to calls reported in the literature or by their close association with a specific blue whale behavior in the field͒ were used in this analysis.
The type of spacing seen in the bouts depended on the type of audible call involved. Blurps and grunts were primarily found in mixed-pattern bouts. The structure of this mixed-pattern bout can be seen in Fig. 14͑b͒ . There was typically some combination of three components in this pattern: regularly spaced call sections, irregularly clumped call sections, and beginning/ending calls. The size and order of these sections varied between occurrences. Blurp calls are more evenly distributed between sections, with 55% in regularly spaced and 45% in irregularly spaced sections. Grunts tend to occur more frequently in the irregularly spaced sections ͑65% vs 35% in regular spacings͒. As seen in Figs. 15͑a͒ and 15͑b͒, call intervals in the regularly spaced sections have a strong peak at 11 s, while those in the irregularly spaced sections peak at around 1 -2 s.
Audible downsweep calls showed the most variation in interval length ͓Fig. 15͑c͔͒. Although 40% of all intervals between adjacent downsweep calls were less than a minute long, no sharp peak can be seen on a finer-scale histogram of interval length ͓Fig. 15͑d͔͒. Twenty-four percent of recording sessions with audible downsweep calls had only one call detection. These solitary cases produce partial intervals bordered by only one call and so were left out of the analysis, but their presence further supports the random spacing of this call type.
Occasionally, audible blurps, grunts, and bubbling were detected in close association with audible downsweep calls. The spacing among these four call types most closely resembled the irregularly spaced portion of the audible mixedpattern bout type and had a peak value of 2 s.
Audible call segmentation
Audible downsweep calls have the highest percentage of call segmentation ͑80%͒ of any call type in this study. Of the 115 calls of Rank 1-3, 24 had 0 nodes, 21 had 1 node, and 70 had 2 or more nodes. A subset of these audible downsweep calls, which could be attributed to a trio of surface-active blues at ϳ100 m range, was used for this analysis due to the certainty of the source location. As mentioned previously, measurements made from light bulb implosions determined that the seafloor depth was 105 m at the location of the trio. A portion of the calling bout from this trio can be seen in Fig. 14͑a͒ . Of the 34 calls in this subset, 5 had 1 node and 23 had 2 or more nodes.
Again, both stationary and moving whale cases were considered when comparing the nodal structure of the calls and the interference patterns. A swim speed of 10 m / s ͓the maximum reported for a blue whale ͑Gambell, 1979͔͒ was used because of the speed swimming observed during the interaction.
For the surface-reflection analysis, limiting source range to greater than 75 m ͑since the whales were estimated to be at around 100 m͒ and source depth to less than 150 m, the percentage of calls, whose nodal pattern could be explained by surface interference effects was 100% for single node calls, but only 48% for multinodal calls. When the source depth was restricted to 50 m or less ͑corresponding to reported blue whale calling depths͒ and the source range constrained to 75 m or more, all calls with single nodes could still be explained by surface interference effects. Under the same depth and range limitations, however, surface interference effects could explain only 17% of the multinodal calls. These results indicate that while reasonable source ranges and depths can produce interference patterns consistent with the single node segmentation, these interference patterns cannot explain all of the multinodal segmentation.
For the bottom-reflection analysis, the range was limited to 75-150 m, the whale calling depth to 50 m or less, and the seafloor depth was set to 105 m. As with the surfacereflection case, 100% of the single node calls had segmentation consistent with bottom-reflection interference. Although bottom reflections could explain the segmentation of more multinodal calls than the surface reflections, 31% of the multinodal calls detected during this interaction could not be explained by either bottom or surface interference effects. For this reason it appears that at least some of the segmentation seen in audible calls is whale generated. FIG. 15 . Audible interval lengths. The distribution of call interval lengths in mixed-pattern bouts show: ͑a͒ intercall intervals within the regularly spaced sections strongly peaking at 11 s; and ͑b͒ calls within the irregularly spaced sections more closely spaced with interval lengths peaking at 2 s. Intercall interval lengths within bouts of audible downsweep calls have ͑c͒ a much broader distribution ͑note the x-axis scale is in minutes͒ than those within mixed-pattern bouts, and ͑d͒ no strong peaks in their distribution below 1 min, as was seen for the mixed-pattern bouts.
IV. DISCUSSION
The recordings made during this study have shown that the St. Lawrence blue whale call repertoire is far more varied than previously thought. Not only were many different call types in both infrasonic and audible categories detected, a wide range of characteristics were seen within each call type.
A. Infrasonic calls
Because worldwide geographic differences in infrasonic blue whale vocalizations have been described in detail elsewhere ͑Rivers, 1997; Mellinger and Clark, 2003; McDonald et al., in press͒ , this discussion will focus on a comparison of blue whale sounds within the North Atlantic.
In addition to the St. Lawrence study by Edds ͑1982͒, two North Atlantic studies were used for this comparison. . Several similarities and differences were found when results from these three studies were compared to results from this study.
First, the presence of the infrasonic downsweep call in the St. Lawrence results in a repertoire as varied as that of the North Atlantic. However, although this B call is present, the composition of St. Lawrence call phrases seems to run counter to what was found in the North Atlantic by Mellinger and Clark ͑2003͒: while they found the breakdown of phrases to be 66% AB and 34% single A, this study found the phrase composition to be 67% single A and 23% AB. The possibility that this is a coastal/open ocean difference is contradicted by the similarity of the St. Lawrence phrase composition to that of the Mid-Atlantic ridge, which has 71% single A and 29% AB phrases ͑Nieukirk et al., 2004͒. If phrase type varies between North Atlantic blue whale populations, then it is possible that St. Lawrence whales migrate to the Mid-Atlantic ridge ͑where the most calls were detected in December and January͒. However, this Mid-Atlantic ridge area was also covered by the arrays used by Mellinger and Clark ͑2003͒, so unless their detections were biased toward other areas, this argument fails. On the other hand, the years of this study ͑1998-2001͒ overlap those of Nieukirk et al. ͑1999-2001͒ , while neither occurred while the Mellinger and Clark recordings ͑1992-1994͒ were collected. Although it is possible that the composition of call phrases changes over time, it seems unlikely that a complete reversal in phrase patterning could have occurred within seven years. More data are needed to determine the reason behind these differences in call phrasing.
It appears that the interphrase spacing seen in this study may also be more similar to that reported by Nieukirk et It seems unlikely that these frequency differences reflect geographical dialects, since the St. Lawrence whales migrate into the Atlantic, and this broad bandwidth does not "migrate" as well. Possibly, high local ambient noise levels 9 may force the St. Lawrence whales to use a broader frequency band so that their signals have a better chance of being detected. Also, differences between areas may be an artifact of sensor placement. The monotonic call type, which has most of its bandwidth in tails at the beginning and end of the call, shows the biggest difference among areas. These tails are lower in amplitude than the center of the calls, so they might not appear in long-range call detections, reducing the apparent bandwidth of the recorded calls. Calls detected in this study likely came from whales much closer to the sensor than in the other studies, especially with the deeply moored hydrophones in the Atlantic. Some calls resembling those described in the "other" infrasonic call category have been reported previously. The "highly convoluted wiggle" call shows some similarity to the "rumble" call recorded in the St. Lawrence by Edds ͑1988, Fig. 6͒ , which she found to occur in the presence of closely interacting fin whales. Watkins ͑1981͒ also attributed a "lowfrequency rumble" call to fin whales. It is possible this call is produced only by fin whales, but given the frequency range of the call, the similarities between blue and fin whales, and the fact that no fin whales appeared to be in the immediate vicinity of the recordings, this call type might also be produced by blue whales. The "four-second chirp" sound detected off western Australia by McCauley et al. ͑2001, Fig.  36͒ is also similar to the "highly convoluted wiggle" call. Although not seen on the day of their recording, blue whales were sighted on the previous day, while fin whales were not mentioned at all. The "slightly kinked wiggle" seems to resemble those described by Stafford et al. ͑2001͒ for the Northwest Pacific. This suggests that St. Lawrence blue whales may also be capable of making this type of sound, and so it should not be immediately dismissed. In addition, the "9 Hz sound" in the Atlantic ͑Mellinger and Clark, 2003͒ and the precursor call in the Pacific ͑Aburto et al ., 1997; McDonald et al., 2001͒ show that blue whales are capable of making very low-frequency calls.
The results from the interference pattern analysis show that while it is unlikely that surface interference effects contributed to the single-node calls, most can be explained by interference patterns created by bottom reflections. It is possible that the amplitude of a bottom-reflection waveform is insufficient to generate a strong node in the call, but no bottom-interaction information is available at infrasonic frequencies for this study area, and so this issue cannot be addressed. For the multinodal calls, only one call had segmentation consistent with an interference pattern, so it appears that the multinodal segmentation seen in infrasonic calls is whale generated.
B. Audible calls
A great variety of audible downsweep calls were detected in this study, many during social situations. Because of this social context, it is not surprising that no audible downsweeps were detected around the solitary animal recorded by Edds ͑1982͒. Results from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge include detections of the bottom halves ͑the recording system had an upper limit of 50 Hz͒ of arch and other potential downsweep calls ͑Nieukirk et al., 2004͒. Audible downsweep calls were also detected in the North Atlantic: although Mellinger and Clark ͑2003͒ report only arch call detections, many varieties of the audible downsweep call were observed during the infrasonic call processing of their dataset ͑Clark, 2003͒. Arch call detection in the St. Lawrence was limited ͑n =6͒ and was not associated with AB phrases as in the other Atlantic studies ͑Mellinger and Nieukirk et al., 2004͒ . Overall, the audible downsweep calls from this study fall within the same frequency band and time span as those previously reported worldwide ͑Thompson et al., 1996; Aburto et al., 1997; Ljungblad et al., 1997; Teranishi et al., 1997; Ljungblad et al., 1998; Thode et al., 2000; Watkins et al., 2000; McDonald et al., 2001; Mellinger and Clark, 2003; Oleson et al., 2003; McDonald, in press͒ . Although it is thought that audible downsweep calls do not show geographic variation, a more comprehensive and detailed comparison between regions may provide evidence to the contrary.
The "simple pulse" call detected by Ljungblad et al. ͑1997͒ shows similarities in both time and frequency to the "blurp" call detected in this study. They were unable to make field observations of the source of this "simple pulse" because most recordings were made at night. However, they state that blue whales were observed near more than half of the recording stations. It appears that the blurp calls were also detected off New Zealand alongside audible downsweep calls ͑McDonald, in press͒. In addition, Thompson et al. ͑1996͒ observed the occurrence of four narrow-band sounds with little frequency modulation in the presence of blue whales in the Gulf of California.
Grunt calls have been reported less frequently than other call types: only one study reports a vocalization with approximately the same time and frequency characteristics as the grunt call ͑Ljungblad et al., 1997͒. As with the simple pulses, they were unable to observe the sound source but believed it to be a blue whale.
While there have been reports of blurp-like and gruntlike calls, no studies have mentioned them occurring in the tightly spaced groups seen in this study. The patterning and frequency range of the "short-irregular pulse series" reported for fin whales ͑Watkins et al., 1987͒ most closely resembles the irregularly spaced portion of this mixed-pattern bout. In addition, the 11 s intercall interval found during the regularly spaced portions of these bouts coincides well with fin whale intercall intervals reported from many studies ͓summarized in Thompson et al., 1992 ͑Table 5͔͒. However, the timing of the mixed-pattern bouts detected in this study showed a strong correlation with the surfacings of blue whale pairs.
The results of the surface and bottom interference pattern analysis on audible calls show that interference effects can account for all of the single-node segmentation seen. However, these interference effects cannot explain 30% of the calls with multinodal segmentation, leading to the conclusion that at least part of this segmentation is generated by the whales themselves. It should be noted that this is an extremely conservative estimate. While no bottominteraction information is available for the infrasounds, the frequency range of these audible calls falls within that of the light bulb implosions. Measurements from these implosions indicate that the amplitude of the bottom-reflected arrival is very small compared to the amplitude of the direct path, which would reduce the number of calls with multinodal segmentation that can be explained by interference effects.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Although geographic variations in call characteristics have been found to exist among blue whale populations in the Pacific ͑Stafford et al., 2001͒, no regional differences have been reported for the North Atlantic. This study has shown that St. Lawrence blue whale infrasonic call characteristics are similar to those from the North Atlantic ͑Mel-linger and . However, comparison of other vocalization parameters among these three studies suggests that North Atlantic regional dialects may exist in the form of differences in phrase composition and spacing. For audible downsweep calls, a more detailed comparison of call characteristics between regions should be made to determine whether they too may exhibit geographic variation. In addition, since the interference pattern analysis presented here indicates at least a partial control of call segmentation by the whales themselves, this segmentation should be examined for regional differences.
The dataset obtained from this study has shown that a great deal of variation exists for the vocalizations of St. Lawrence blue whales. Not only were many different call types of both infrasonic and audible categories detected, a wide range of characteristics were seen within each call type. Our focus in this paper has been on the acoustic dataset: specifically, the characterization of the vocalizations and their classification into call types, as well as the spacing and sequencing patterns of these call types. Future papers will exploit the variety of recording locations and times used while collecting this data to examine spatial and temporal trends in calling behavior and will use the detailed biological observations made during data collection to determine possible behavioral contexts of the different vocalization types.
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1
All these quantities are normalized by the acoustic impedance and so the "power" quantities have units of Pa 2 and the "energy" quantity has units of Pa 2 /Hz.
2
An explanation of the parameters used to determine whether a source location was reasonable or not can be found in the sections on call segmentation below.
3
To keep the results from this section concise and consistent with other studies, A and B will be used to symbolize infrasonic monotonic and downsweep calls, respectively. 4 Interestingly, this pattern was repeated as a mirror image in time.
5
Only calls of Rank 1-3 were used for this analysis ͑i.e., 187 monotonic, 62 downsweep, and 8 hybrid calls͒. The normal swim speed for blue whales is about 4 -5 m / s, although they can reach speeds of up to 10 m / s in short ͑Ͻ10 min͒ bursts ͑Gambell, 1979͒. Dive/ascent speeds in one study of tagged blue whales ranged between 1-4 m/s ͑Acevedo- Gutiérrez et al., 2002͒. 7 A compressional attenuation coefficient of 0.8 dB/ p ͑Jensen et al., 2000, Table 1 .3͒ and a summer sound speed profile ͑downward refracting͒ were used in the model.
8
For this comparison with field observations, the total number of mixedpattern bouts included any that contained audible blurp and/or grunt calls of Ranks 1-4.
9
In the 10-100 Hz frequency range, ambient noise levels in this study were found to range from 80 to 140 dB ͑with most above 100 dB͒ re 1 Pa.
